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Find a penny, pick it up and give it to Poly’s Children’s Center
By Colleea M. Roley
Doily Staff Writer

A penny seems to have lost
its value in today’s economy,
but that’s not the feeling of the
kids at Cal Poly’s Children’s
Center.
Children have a way of
pointing out the value in many
things adults often take for
gfranted. For adults, spare
change is something that just

makes noise in their pockets
when they walk. For children, it
is the beginning of insurmount
able wealth.
This is the simplistic ap
proach to a fund-raiser that has
caused people to start emptying
their pockets. It is the First An
nual Children’s Penny Harvest,
taking place throughout the
campus Oct. 17-31.
The goal of the harvest is to
collect 600,000 pennies, roughly

$6,000 in spare change. This
would enable the Children’s
Center to repair or purchase
new play equipment such as
water tables, tricycles, scooters,
floor mats and balance beams.
More than 200 brown paper
bags, donated by Vons in Pismo
Beach, embellished with
children’s artwork and an ex
planatory flyer, have been
placed on campus so that facul
ty, staff and students can con

veniently quiet their jingling
pockets throughout the day.
At larger lo«:ations such as
the Rec Center, the University
Union and El Corral Bookstore,
five gallon water jugs, donated
by Culligan Water in Santa
Maria, serve as oversized piggy
banks waiting for community
deposits. Many sorority and
fraternity houses will also have
contribution containers.
“We’re hoping to create a

By Jm Brooks
Doily Staff Writer

From Left to Right: Tonio Sharp, Jen Drake, Shay Roberts, Eric Jacobson, Scott W alker, and Chris Jones all came
out to see Crusty the Snowman in the University Union W ednesday / Daily photo by Juan Martinez

Red Ribbon Week promotes drug-free lives
Doüy Assistant Sports Editor

In a society where alcohol and
drugs are sometimes acceptable
items to celebrate with, several
organizations are celebrating
drug prevention efforts in the
county.
Red Ribbon Week, designed to
build awareness of problems re
lated to the use of tobacco, al
cohol and other drugs, will be ob
served across the United States
October 23-31.
In San Luis Obispo, the week
will begin on Sunday, Oct. 22
with the Red Ribbon Kickoff Car
nival from 11 a.m. to 4 p.m. at
Camp San Luis Obispo. Spon
sored by the County Board of Su
pervisors, it marks the 10th An
niversary Red Ribbon Celebra
tion.
Representatives from local
county prevention coalitions,
such as the North County Youth
Task Force, will join Friday
Night Live students and mem
bers of County Drug and Alcohol
Services Management at the car
nival to promote awareness.
Wayne Hansen, division

manager of prevention and plan
ning for county-wide drug and al
cohol services, explained the in
tent of Red Ribbon Week.
“Red Ribbon Week is a time
when we symbolically honor
people who have chosen to lead
an alcohol, tobacco and drug-fr^
life-style,” Hansen said.
The carnival is a fun way to
get people aware of drug preven
tion efforts around the com
munity, said County Drug and
Alcohol Red Ribbon Coordinator
Don Aronson.
“The benefit of the kickoff is to
get the message out,” Aronson
said.
Jerry Shennum, a therapist at
the Mariposa Center of Drug and
Alcohol Services, said the
celebration doesn’t stop at the
carnival.
“Various agencies, organiza
tions and schools will be having
activities all throughout the
week,” Shennum send.
Several schools will present
educational programs to promote
awareness among students of all
ages, Hansen said.
Aronson said he hopes people
will take what they have learned

at the carnival home with them
and spread the word.
“It’s not just a one-shot deal,”
Aronson said. “I want people to
leave and talk to others.”
Festivities at the carnival will
include bounce domes for adults
and children, a carousel and
several game booths.
A fire truck, a Hum-Vee, a
Blackhawk helicopter, DA.R.E.
vehicles and a U.S. Coast Guard
boat will be “hands-on” displays.
Free Polaroid pictures will be
taken of children in front of the
Blackhawk helicopter.
Actress Deidre Hall from the
daytime drama “Days of Our
Lives” will appear with her hus
band Steve Sohmer and twin
children in the Blackhawk
helicopter during the celebration.
Door prizes will be handed out
to children and a Best Red Outfit
C o n te st w ill ta k e place
throughout the day.
On display at the carnival will
be the Red Ribbon Poster Con
test winners. F'osters had to
illustrate this year’s Red Ribbon
theme, “Be Healthy and Drug
Free.”
See RIBBON page 5
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Ticket price raised
for illegal parking
in residential areas

Snow in SLO?

By Mofisso M. Goislor

penny shortage out there,” said
Tonya Iversen, Children’s Cen
ter interim director.
Each day, parents and
children at the center eagerly
contribute to the five-gallon jug
in the center’s reception area,
said Stephanie Allen, parent and
fund-raising chair. On the second
day of the harvest, their con
tainer was already one quarter of

Parking illegally in residen
tial areas around campus just
got costlier.
Following a request by the
Residents for Quality Neigh
borhoods (RQN), The San Luis
Obispo City Council voted un
animously Tuesday to increase
the residential parking infraction
from $10 to $20, matching the
fine given for parking infractions
on the Cal Poly campus.
“It’s cheaper to get a ticket in
the city than at Cal Poly,” said
Mike McCluskey, publH* works
director.
The increase is primarily
aimed at Tassajara Street and
the greater Alta Vista area,
where illegal parking by stu
dents has become the norm,
McCluskey said.
“We want to raise the aware
ness so that people will under
stand what a nuisance illegally
parked cars are for residents in
the area,” McCluskey said.
The council also voted to
change the ordinance from the
municipal code to a resolution.
This will allow the city to raise

What's next?
See page 8

See TICKETS page 3

King and queen return
for Homecoming 1995
By Gref I
Doüy Stott Writer

Homecoming is going through
a period of rebirth.
This year’s Homecoming
celebration, with the theme “The
Best in the West,” has brought
the king and queen back to Cal
Poly.
Homecoming festivities begin
today in the University Union
Plaza with a kickoff ceremony,
and will conclude with the
Homecoming football game
against Sacramento State at
Mustang Stadium Saturday
afternoon.
“In the last year. Homecoming
has been redefined as a campus-

O

Cal Poly volleyball takes its lumps from Oral Roberts.

the parking fine at any time,
McCluskey said. Under the
municipal code it would take 45
days for the fine change to be
come effective.
“We want to get the attention
of the public,” McCluskey said.
“If the problem persists, then an
additional increase may be war
ranted.”
Ray Nordquist, RQN chair,
said the group was established to
take charge of the neighborhoods
on their own behalf
The difference in fees between
Cal Poly and the residential
area’s have driven students into
the city streets, Nordquist said.
This has lead to a great stress
th a t must be dealt with.
Nordquist said he hopes this in
crease will catch the attention of
the violators.
“We are making a tremendous
effort for neighborhoods to help
themselves,” he said.
San Luis Obispo Vice Mayor
Dave Romero questioned the
public works department on the
ability of the current parking en
forcement staff to be able to
patrol these areas.

wide event for the students of
Cal Poly,” said Chair of the
Homecoming Steering Commit
tee Steve McShane. “Our goal is
to involve the community, the
alumni and the students in a
slough of activities that will
bring everyone together for one
common goal — Cal Poly pride.”
The Homecoming Court was
brought back to Cal Poly after
being gone for more than 10
years, McShane said.
“We felt that we could redefine
the idea of a king and queen. We
wanted to evaluate some of Cal
Poly’s leaders on more than what
you’d trad itio n ally call a
popularity contest for king and

p in io n

George Bernard Zuber has some conclusions of his own
about whether the San Luis police are fair.
See poge 4

See H O M E C O M IN G page 2
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HOMECOMING: Parade, bands to precede game against Sacramento State

O c t.

Thursday

2 4 school days remaining in fa ll quarter.
TODAY'S WEATHER: Coastal morning clouds, dear afternoons
TOM ORROW 'S WEATHER: Variable winds, patchy skies
Today's h ig h /lo w : 70s/ 40s Tom orrow 's h i^ / lo w : 70s/ 40s

T he ASl Board o f D irectors is having a w orkshop every
M onday in U .U . room 220 from 7 to 9 p.m . T hey will also
be holding meetings every W ednesday in U .U . 220 from 7
to 9 p.m . ***This weeks w orkshop is being held in Bide.
15 room 1 2 4 .-”

The W om en's S helter Program will be holding a candlelight morch on
Oct. 19 in honor of those touched by domestic violence. Those wishing to
participate should assemble on the courthouse steps at 6 p.m.
For more information, call 781-6401.
Culture ta lk will be having a discussion about "Hisponics and AIDS” on
Oct. 19 in U.U. 220 at 1 p.m.
The M in o rity Access to H ealth Careers and H ealth Professions
Com m ittee is having a seminar called "Introduction to the Heolth
Professions Committee" in building 52, room E-28,on Oct. 19 at 11 a.m.

Upcoming
Anyone w ith a 3 5 mm cam era who likes to toke pictures can partici
pate in the Santa Maria Camera Club's scavenger hunt on Oct. 21.
Participants will be given film and a packet listing 10 categories to be
photographed. For more information, contact Doug and Ginger Reeves at
934-9709.
Agendo Items: c/o Natasha Coflins, Graphic Arts 226, Col Poly 93407 —
Phone:7S6-l796 Fox: 7S6-6784
***Please submit informotion ot leost three days prior to the event***

and queen includes Patterson,
San Luis Obispo Police Chief Jim
Gardiner, Director of Orientation
Andrene Kaiwi-Lenting and Cal
Poly alumnus Dena Caglierò.
On Friday, the Laugh Olym
pics will take place on Dexter
lawn at 1 p.m. with more than 27
teams competing. Also on Friday,

From page 1

queen,” McShane said. “We
wanted to look at community
service, campus involvement and
campus pride — a true person
that can represent Cal Poly at its
best.”
The committee began plan
ning for this year’s events last
spring, McShane said, and has
had help from several volun
teers.
“When this event is over,
(more than) 100 p>eople will have
volunteered their time to put on
a Homecoming that changed the
way students looked at pride on
the Cal Poly campus,” McShane
said.
Today’s kickoff festivities
begin at 11 a.m. in the U.U.
Plaza. The event will include a
speech by head football coach
Andre Patterson, and an intro
duction of
the Homecoming
Court.

Students in the residence hols "ore
very enthused this year ~ getting
their floats in and Lough Ofympics
team s. Homecoming is bigger than it
has been in o long tim e. W e w ant to
get os much new student involve~
ment os possible to m ake it the best
Homecoming ever."
M arisa N ovielo

The court is made up of five
king and five queen candidates.
They were selected from a pool of
20 applicants for each position,
and were nominated by various
clubs and campus organizations
ranging from the ASI Executive
Staff to members of sororities
and fraternities.
The panel to decide the king

Queen candidates
• Emily Brent, architectural en
gineering major; nominated by
Kappa Alpha Theta
• Keri Evilsizor, English major;
nominated by Alpha Omicron Pi
and Sigma Phi Epsilon
• Dawn Mazzagetti, animal
science major; nominated by
Running Thunder spirit club
• Tara McQuerrey, political

Publicity chair far Homecoming Committee

there will be a Homecoming rally
at the Rec Center courtyard at
7:30 p.m. with another ap
pearance of the Homecoming
Court, more Laugh Olympics
events, and a cheer and Cal Pbly
band performance.
Following the rally, there will
be a live concert at 9 p.m. inside

the Rec Center with two bands,
The Obvious and Perfect Sunday.
Admission is $4.
The parade and Homecoming
game will highlight Saturday’s
festivities. At 10 a.m. the parade
will begin downtown, with 52
student clubs participating as
well as the court, and the grand
marshal of the parade. Cal Poly
alumnus and astronaut Robert
Gibson.
The football game begins at 2
p.m. and at half-time the king
and queen will be crowned.
New students have been very
receptive to Homecoming, and
their level of excitement is more
than in past years, said Marisa
Noviello, publicity chair for the
Homecoming Committee.
“A lot of people come here,
especially as freshmen, (who
had) their high school homecom
ing and the big deal was who was
going to be king and queen,” she
said.
Students in the residence
halls “are very enthused this
year — getting their floats in and
Laugh Olympics teams,” Noviello
continued. “Homecoming is big
ger than it has been in a long
time. We want to get as much
new student involvement as pos
sible to make it the best
Homecoming ever.”

Homecoming Court 1995
science major; nominated by
Alpha Chi Omega
• Michelle Skinner, animal
science major; nominated by
ASI Executive Staff
King candidates
• Duane Banderob, dairy
science major; nominated by
Alpha Gamma Rho
• Scott Buswell, computer

science major; nominated by Pi
Kappa Alpha
• James Huffman, computer en
gineering m^jor; nominated by
ASI Finance Committee
• Sean McGowan, aeronautical
engineering major; nominated
by Student Community Services
• E.J. Tavella, business major;
nominated by Sigma Nu

Ca! Poly Journalism Department presents:

Career Day
Saturday, October 21, 1995 from 9:00 a.m. to 2:30 p.m.
Come hear the following representatives from various areas within the industry:

Name
George Ramos
Anna Cekoia
Tim Gallagher
Dick Blankenburg
Jeff Fairbanks
Steve Moss
Andy Lippman
Julia Aicher
Jodie Long
Mark Austin Thomas
Steve Garcia
John Palminteri
Kim Maus
Kim Monari
Claire Nickelson
John Lockhart
Wendy Basil
Yumi Sera
Deby Walters
Steve Gale
Don Prial
Jamie Hartshorn
Gina Ruby
Bob Krauter

Title
Columnist
Reporter
Editor-in-Chief
Editor & Publisher
Editor-in-Chief
Editor & Co-publisher
Bureau Chief
Assistant Chief of Bureau
Manager, Recruiting and Placement
News Director
Newswriter
Senior Reporter
Anchorperson
Broadcast Adviser & Station Manager
VP, Account Supervisor: Consumer Marketing
President & CEO
Executive VP
Account Executive
Marketing Manager
Manager, Client Communications Group
Director - Media Relations
Independent correspondent

Company
Area
LA Times
Print
LA Times
Print
Ventura Star
FYint
Five Cities Times-Press-Recorder
Print
Telegram-Tribune
FYint
New Times
Print
Associated Press, LA
Print & wire service
Associated Press, LA
FYint & wire service
Donrey Media, Fort Smith, AR
Print & Broadcast
KFI, Los Angeles
Broadcast
KCAL, Los Angeles
Broadcast
KEYT, Santa Barbara
Broadcast
KSBY, SLO
Broadcast
KZSC, UC Santa Cruz
Broadcast
Ketchum PR, San Francisco
PR
Halsted Communications, Ventura
PR
Halsted Communications, Ventura
PR
Hahn Communications, Lake Forest, CA
PR
Dekker Limited, San Bernardino
PR
PG&E, San Francisco
PR
Health Net, Woodland Hills
PR
Also: Editor, Sun Diamond Grower; Producer, California Ag jour
Farm Water Coalition Newsletter
Editor
California Holstein News; also, freelance writer for Western Ag jour
Dairyman magazine
Assistant Manager, Information Services Division California Farm Bureau Federation; also, editorial support Ag jour
for Ag Alert and California Country
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TICKETS: Higher ticket price given six-months
From page 1

“I ’he high hills are hard on
electric vehicles,” Romero said.
“We will also have to pull the
parking enforcement off of the
downtown service. We may need
more people and more service.”
Raising the fines is a tradeoff

for the increased costs of having
to provide more services,
McCluskey said.
The council will give a sixmonth trial period to evaluate if
the fine is adequate and may ad
just the fine at that time.

PENNIES: Student fee doesn’t cover all expenses
From page 1

the way full, she said.
Although students voted last
year to increase the quarterly fee
to help fund the center, it does
not cover all the expenses, Iversen said.
“Five dollars per student, per
quiuler, comes directly to the
Children’s Center (out of their
fees), but we are always looking
for ways to augment the budget
and keep fees low,” Iversen said.
Without fund-raising events,
the burden of costs falls back
upon the parents’ shoulders.

showing up in higher day-care
fees. Currently, parents pay be
tween $17 and $26 a day for each
child in day care. Without some
type of supplement, these prices
could rise, said Iversen.
Parents are helping to keep
costs down where they can, Allen
said. Some of the older equip
ment has already been repaired
two to three times by parent
volunteers, but some things need
to be replaced, she said.
To request a donation con
tainer for your office, contact the
Children’s Center at 756-1267.

Mustang Daily
You should have seen
w hat we didn't print

Gingrich questions debt extension
ly A l« F r «
Associoted Press

WASHINGTON — House
Speaker Newt Gingrich backed
away Wednesday from an offer to
temporarily extend the govern
ment’s borrowing authority,
saying Clinton administration
warnings of a crisis by Hal
loween could not be trusted.
In the latest exchange in a
war of nerves, the Georgia
Republican said T reasury
Secretary Robert Rubin’s projec
tions that the federal debt limit
would be reached Oc(. 31 could
be “a Halloween trick to try to
scare people.” Before agreeing to
raise the debt ceiling for even a
short time. Republicans would
insist that Rubin provide details
on the government’s borrowing
needs, Gingrich said.
White House spokesman Mike
McCurry, expressing administra
tion chagrin, said the standoff
over federal borrowing “is now
apparently going to be a crisis
because Congress won’t act to ex
tend the debt ceiling.”
Both sides know that neither
would benefit if a failure by
President Clinton and Cong^ress
to break the impasse leads to an
unprecedented default. The like
ly results would include higher
interest rates, tumult in the
financial markets and possibly
greater interest in a third-party
presidential candidate.
Nonetheless, Republicans
plan to tie the debt-limit increase
to their seven-year package for
balancing the budget and cutting
spending and taxes. It is a
strategy lawmakers have long
used to force presidents to hand
le issues they would rather

MOUNTAIN A IR

avoid.
The administration, on the
other hand, wants to see the debt
limit extension separated from
the budget issue, which would
make it easier for Clinton to veto
the GOP package. White House
officials say that ideally, they
would like to see the debt limit
extended until after the 1996
elections, or at least until this
Christmas, when the year’s
budget work may be completed.
Gingrich and Rubin spoke by
telephone Wednesday and agreed
Repubtcons plan to tie the debtIm it increase to their sevenyear package for baloncing the
budget.

to continue discussing their dif
ferences, said Treasury spokes
man Howard Schloss.
But he added, “There’s no
agreement” on extending federal
borrowing authority.
By law, the government’s
total debt cannot exceed $4.9
trillion. The Treasury Depart
ment had said that limit would
be reached Oct. 31, though the
limited borrowing plans it an
nounced Tuesday pushed that
back a few days.
Treasury can resort to other
strategies that could avert
default, some of which could
keep the government paying its
debts for months. But some of
these, such as shifting large
amounts of money from trust
funds for Social Security and
other programs, would be politi
cally risky.
On Tuesday, Treasury said it
would sharply scale back its
short-term borrowing plans to

.s;

SPORTS

help stay within limits. It
blamed the disruption on recal
citrant Republicans.
Shortly afterward, Gingrich
said lawmakers would agree to
raise the limit until mid-Novem
ber. That is when Republicans
hope to have their balancedbudget package ready for Clin
ton, who has pledged to greet it
with a veto.
But after meeting with House
GOP lawmakers Wednesday,
Gingrich said he and Senate
Majority Leader Bob Dole, RKan., would consult before decid
ing whether to support extending
the limit until Nov. 14.
“We have no belief the
Treasury has accurate figures,”
Gingrich told reporters. “We
have no belief that Rubin’s ad
vice is anything other than
politics.”
Newer, conservative law
makers, especially freshmen,
have expressed reluctance to ex
tend the government’s borrowing
authority unless a balancedbudget plan is in place. Their in
sistence means Gingrich cannot
automatically count on their sup
port for a debt-limit extension.
For his part. Dole was a bit
more conciliatory, saying Con
gress would work to avoid a
federal default. But he accused
Rubin of “trying to destabilize
the financial markets” and need
lessly frightening Americans.
“No one wants a default, and
scare tactics are no way to avoid
a default,” he said.
The maneuvering, meanwhile,
was seemingly having little ef
fect on financial markets. Bond
prices Wednesday were down
slightly, while the stock market
remained basically stable.
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COMMENTARY
Editor,
I’ve seen some convoluted arguments in my time, but
Chris Clouser’s letter to the editor on Friday, Oct. 13
takes the cake.
Mr. Clouser makes the argument, “AIDS is a very well
designed disease...It has a purpose. It seeks a specific
audience,” and implied that AIDS is a punishment from
God. I think you have a lot of explaining to do, Chris.
Based on your argument, how do you explain people
who have AIDS through blood transfusions? How do you
justify a baby catching AIDS through its mother by feed
ing at her breast? Please don’t tell me the baby must
have sinned? What answer can you give to all the
heterosexual men and women out there who are catching
AIDS through straight sex? Even if the heterosexual man
or woman cheats and gives and gives his or her partner
AIDS. In what way has his or her monogamous partner
sinned? God is being awfully indiscriminate.
You asked us what right do we have to promote
homosexuality through National Coming Out Day. I may
safely say for most of us — by that I mean gay, lesbian,
bisexual and sympathetic straight people like me — that
it was never our purpose to promote • and push
homosexuality on other people to begin with. Our main
intent was to create an atmosphere of tolerance and un-.
derstanding toward those different life-styles. Like my
program with Ali Sholer in Yosemite Hall, the central
theme was “Free To Be You, Free To Be Me” not “Let’s All
Convert to Homosexuality.”
It is too easy to label, to stereotype and to condemn
things that are different and you do not understand than
to make an attempt to find out the reality of the situa
tion. Seriously, how many gay friends do you have? How
many times have you heard first hand accounts of what a
debilitating disease AIDS is and what it does to its vic
tims? I have a person who would love to tell you what
AIDS did to his mom before she passed away. It is just
too easy to pass judgment on things you do not fully un
derstand. You don’t have to look too far and wide to find
an example. Try the Inquisition in your own exalted
church.
There is one last point I’d like to make. You disagreed
with the notion of being “born gay.” I would like for you
to consider this. Yes, all those people chose to be gay.
They chose to be beat up, discriminated against,
harassed, and ostracized every single moment of their
lives by their peers and worse by people who don’t even
know enough to judge about who they are. They chose to
life in fear and in silence, they chose to be the butt of
every joke. They chose to live in a culture where every
thing is targeted toward a predominantly heterosexual
slant from TV ads to everyday conversational pieces.
They chose to be ignored by “marriage” statute laws and
to be deemed criminal and felonious acts for what they do
within that union if they were brave enough to go
through with it. Yup, I don’t think they are “born gay”
either now that I think about it. Good day Chris.
Anthony T. Ha
Civil engineering senior
Editor,
It saddened me to read the letter to the Daily written
by Stephen Sanford on Oct. 17.1 felt that somehow we at
the university had failed this young man. His prejudice
against gays and lesbians is largely due to ignorance.
How could he get through our general education courses
and still be unaware that there is a considerable body of
literature that tells the long story of gay and lesbian
people in Western and non-Westem culture? How could
he get through our philosophy and social science courses
and not know anything about the psychology of oppressed
people and the ethics of oppression?
'There is a long history of oppression against gays that
parallels the history of oppression against people of color.
As a result of oppression, we have Gay Pnde parades for
the same reason we have Black Pride parades. When a
group of people has been the continual object of prejudice
there is a strong need for solidarity. Most straight white
people have never experienced prejudice and oppression.
Hence, they fail to understand why people of color, gay
people and other people different than them feel a power
ful need to come together and experience a sense of com
munity with others who accept them without question.
This is why they refer to each other as “brother and
sister.” There is no closer bonding in human life than the
bonding of family, and because they live in a culture that
insists on oppressing, hating and ostracizing them, it
should not come as a surprise that gay people should
seek to form a family with each other.

M usdvng D a iiy
'Press my pound sign, hig hoy.'
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“Are police fair?” Are you kidding?
by George Bernard Zuber
As a senior at Cal Poly, I’ve read many articles and let Higuera, you know that people are “j-walking” all over
ters to the editor in the Mustang Daily over the years and the place, especially back and forth from the Frog and
have wanted to write responses on many occasions, but Peach and Mother’s Tavern. Many times they hold up
for one reason or another, I never did. This, however, is traffic as they cross. I’ve even witnessed people crossing
my last quarter at Poly and the story that I have long in front of police cars as they cruise down Higuera doing
wished to share pertains to a very current, yet very old, whatever it is they do. That night, my roommate and his
issue — racism in police departments. A few current friends were crossing at the crosswalk while the light was
events have sparked a dialogue that has opened some green, although it did change to red while they were
American’s eyes to the reality that police departments crossing. I guess the cop felt he was forced to exercise his
can have racist cops — a reality that many black civic duty to uphold the law and proceeded to issue them
Americans have known for their whole lives.
“j-walking” tickets, probably hoping to find a warrant or
After reading “Are police fair?” on Oct. 17, I knew I something on my ^ e n d in the process (Does this cop
had to speak out about one incident that happened right remind anyone of another cop who doesn’t like interracial
here in San Luis Obispo. The story is much like Professor dating?).
Elias Lopez’s in that it involved “j-walking,” a crime that
Recently, I tried to find all the “j-walking” tickets
is often used by police officers to harass whoever they given, and to who, but the police said that information
choose. Those of you from the Bay Area might remember was unavailable to the public. At first I was disappointed
yet another racially motivated “j-walking” incident that not to see who actually got “j-walking” tickets, but then
happened at my high school (San Leandro High) in Oc- Capt. Cliff Chelquist’s quote in “Are police fair” helped
tol^r of 1990. 'The incident sparked a riot in front of the reinforce my idea of who did. He said, “People who stand
school that involved over 300 students and dozens *of of out either in appearance or by their actions will get
ficers and turned into a national event. At the time, I greater scrutiny. 'They draw attention to themselves.”
didn’t understand the anger that our black students were
Unfortunately, he’s right. Black folks in San Luis
feeling, much like other white Americans — and I’m not Obispo definitely “stand out in appearance” and if the
sure we ever can completely understand, but it is
definitely in everyone’s interest to try. So, as you read San Luis Obispo police department continues to use Capt.
this story, try to imagine yourself in the same situation, Cliffs Crazy Criteria for harassing people, then anyone
who “stands out in appearance” is f&#d! So if anyone sees
albeit a difficult task.
It happened last year on a weekend night at the inter a possibly harassing situation occurring, exercise your
section of Higuera and Broad. My roommate, who hap civic duty (and constitutional right) to observe the situa
pens to be a tall, black guy, was walking with two white tion, and help one another out by being a witness to any
girl friends of his from one bar to another (I think you’re complaint filed by the victim. Then well see if Chief Gar
starting to get the picture). I must say to any skeptics diner is right when he says he takes complaints against
that they weren’t drinking, not that that should make the department seriously!
any difference anyway. I must stop here and elaborate on
the unfairness of the incident. If you ft^ u en t the bars on
George Zuber is a political science senior.
Perhaps the saddest part of Mr. Sanford’s letter was in
his last paragraph where he remarked that there are few
heterosexuals who commit suicide when they realize they
are heterosexual. Again Mr. Sanford betrays a woeful ig
norance. The reason why heterosexual people do not com
mit suicide when they realize they are heterosexual is
precisely because there is no social stigma in being
heterosexual. But a person who realizes that he or she is
homosexual must contend with the probable loss of fami
ly, friends and job. For some this is too much to bear. As
long as our society insists on stigmatizing people who are
“different,” we will continue to see higher suicide rates in
these groups. Gay Pride events and increased efforts at
education about the history of oppression helps to reduce
these suicide rates.
I feel some connection with Mr. Sanford because I
remember harboring similar prejudices against gays and
lesbians when I was in college in the 1950s. Gay-bashing
was a popular sport at the time and, to my everlasting
shame, I participated in it. However, I had the good for
tune as a graduate student to study the history of oppres
sion, to understand the source of racial and sexual

Jason D. Plemons, Editor in Chief
Garre« M. Mettler, Managing Editor
Karen Spaeder, Campus Editor
Naia.sha Collins, City Editor
Franco Castaldini, Sports Editor
Ju.stine Frederiksen, Copy Editor
Erin Mxssey, Arts Editor
Kristin Olson, Art Director
Dawn Pillsbury, Opinion Editor
Melissa M Geisler, Assistant Sports Editor
Herb Kamm, JJf/trer

prejudice and, especially, to associate with many gay and
lesbian people in my work. I realized there was no more
reason to harbor prejudice against gays than there is to
harbor prejudices against people who have brown eyes. I
wish the same experience for Mr. Sanford. Prejudice is a
terrible disease that can only cripple him and cause con
siderable harm to others.
Laurence Houlgate
Professor of philosophy
Editor,
I am half-amused by the “Health and Fitness” circus
on display on Dexter Lawn. What in the world could the
inflatable two-story-tall Lipton cans. Jeeps and balloons,
the noisy, polluting generators and the Vivarin drug
pushers possibly do to promote health and fitness.
This represents a “healthy alternative to drug and al
cohol use?” Who do they think they’re foolin? I’ll be
happy to once again enjoy the silent Dexter Lawn.
Stephan Leimroth
Soil science senior
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The new stadium band's 3 5 members practice for director David Racklev who was asked to reorganize the dis
banded group with the knowledge that funding lasts just one quarter / Daily photo by Dawn Kalmar

New director, direction restarts stadium band
By Donna Haines

would last just one quarter and
the musicians would get only one
credit. But they came, 35 of
If you start a band, the them.
players will come. And even
“We work hard in class — we
though their spirited contribu don’t mess around too much, so
tion to Cal Poly may last only I’m looking forward to some up
through fall quarter, they will be coming social events,” said Rackheard.
ley, whose military history incor
When retired Air Force Maj. porates discipline with good
David Rackley was asked to reor music, a gourmet ingredient for
ganize and direct the disbanded this motivated group.
stadium band, he accepted the
The enthusiasm and dedica
challenge knowing that funding tion of the mostly-freshmen band

Doily Staff Writer

students point them toward suc
cess.
After directing eight Air Force
bands all over the world, from
the United States to Germany to
Asia, Rackley now has revital
ized the defunct stadium band
into a first class unit that has
grabbed the attention of the ath
letic departm ent, Running
'Thunder and the Homecoming
Steering Committee, according to
students in the band and cheer
squad.

Steve McShane, chair and
cofounder of the Running
Thunder Rally Club said he is
satisfied with the new band.
“Running Thunder is coor
dinating use of the stadium band
so they can achieve maximum
exposure to a school that missed
the music that once echoed in the
hallways,” he said. “The new
band is focused on its goal of 80
members by fall 1996 and Run
ning Thunder will help them
achieve this goal.”
The quality of the band’s
music and level of enthusiasm is
a winning combination that will
survive into the 1996 football
season, McShane said.
Drum major and biochemistry
senior Mike Flippin remembers
when he was the assistant drum
major of Cal Poly’s previous mar
ching band.
“(I’m) glad to see (the new
band) coming along with lots of
new freshmen ... it’s happening
much faster than I expected.”
Flippin agrees with McShane
about an increase in spirit on
campus.
“'There seems to be more in
terest in the university as a
whole with more people inter
ested in athletics,” Flippin said.
“More people are showing spirit.
As pride in school increases, stu
dents will look toward the
stadium band being there for
athletics events.
“The new director is very up
beat and excited — he adds a lot
of enthusiasm,” Flippin said.

Rackley’s goals for the band
this fall are to coordinate with
the cheerleaders and Running
Thunder’s spirit activities, to
cooperate with Homecoming ac
tivities and to acquire funding to
preserve the class into 1996.
The 35-member class meets
two hours each week on Tuesday
nights to practice for the season’s
three home football games. Al
though the music department
provides most of the instru
ments, the band needs matching
T-shirts and Windbreakers to
wear during performances.
The band will not stay in the
grandstands when they par
ticipate in Homecoming fes
tivities this weekend; first, in the
downtown parade on Higuera
Street, then to President Baker’s
house, on to. the alumni reception
on the business building’s threeacre lawn, then to a barbecue on
Dexter lawn for the residence
halls, and finally it will lead stu
dents into the stadium for the
Homecoming game against
Sacramento State, according to
rally cochair McShane.
All the activities are headed
toward bringing the band back
up to its original form.
“We had one of the best mar
ching bands in the state at one
time,” said Cliff Swanson, music
department head. “David Rackley is doing a good job bringing it,
back,” Swanson said. “We’d like
to get 80-100 people out on the
field.”

‘To Die For’ sends viewers home early claiming unmet expectations, waste of money
By AKson Levitt

that.
Nicole Kidman plays a deter
mined, headstrong woman who is
As the lights began to dim in longing to be on television. Her
the crowded Mission theater, a husband, played by Matt Dillon,
silence grew over the crowd. is a hard-working man that loves
Nicole Kidman’s latest movie “To his wife. This was the extent of
Die For” was about to begin. All the plot.
those bombarded with the
When Kidman’s character
previews were anticipating a finally gets a break when hired
psycho-thriller about a well- at a local television station, she
known newscaster paying some makes friends with three local
one to kill her husband.
high school kids. She becomes
This movie was anything but sexually involved with one of
Doily Stoff Writw

them (who is maybe half her
age), and he ends up killing her
husband, but the viewer never
really hears the whole story.
Besides the lack of plot, there
was a very large lack of
wardrobe. Kidman wears clothes
with outrageous colors and pat
terns, while supposedly working
as a professional broadcaster.
Approximately half way
th ro u g h , the movie th ree
separate couples got up and
walked out. They were probably

Get your
hands on a
Slice of
SL0*s
Best Rizzai
Now your probably askine yourself:
"S elf” you say.
"Why does that hand reaching for the Pizza
slice only have four fineers?"
Answer Durins Woodstock's Feedimi Frenzy,
those reaching for the last piece of a tasty
Woodstock's Pie have been know to draw back

October Monthly Special

sick of watching the characters
suddenly pan over and deliver a
monologue to the audience.
Or possibly, they left because
of the high school students’ ter
minology. The words were not
everyday cuss words, they were
repulsive and offensive.
But these fleeing couples more
than likely escaped simply be
cause they were expecting some
thing they definitely were not
given. There was no intelligence

and thought put into it. 'This
movie’s intelligence would have
equaled that of “Howard the
Duck.”
While leaving the theater, a
male viewer said it was the big
gest waste of money he had ever
spent.
On a Friday night, if one
wonders which movie to see, this
one can definitely be crossed off
the list.
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Artists bring
old tradition
to new m edia

New Christian radio station
sends rock music m essages
By Cordelia Rockley
•Doily Staff Writer

By Jennifer English
Doily Stoff Writer________________________________

The
white
text
“rapist.harasser.bigot.” leaps
from the blue background of
Guyla Call Am3^ ’s artistic ex
amination of crime against
women entitled “For Sex.”
Call Amyx and three other ar
tists will be exhibiting their work
in Key Strokes, a Cuesta College
Art Gallery exhibit opening
Friday, Oct. 20. The exhibit fea
tures artists with experience in
traditional media who are now
using computers to produce their
work.
Call Amyx, who teaches
ceramics at Cuesta, will display
two composite narratives of im
ages in individual frames. Each
uses text and digitally manipu
lated images and photos — some
of her own family — to examine
the themes of breast cancer and
crimes against women. Painted
nudes recline across both sets of
images.
“This work is very new for
me,” Call Amyx said. “I’ve always
painted, but it had taken the
back burner to my ceramics.”
Cal Poly art and design
professor Eric Johnson will be
exhibiting pieces from his work
“Videoglyphs: Sites, Fragment
and Artifacts,” a series of ink jet
prints depicting images from
popular culture digitally blended
with rock formations.
Johnson, who digitally blends
television stills with rock
photographs, says in his artist’s
statement that he works on the
premise of “archaeological dis
covery.”
“Eric’s work is very subtle,”
said gallery director Marta
Peluso. “The images are almost
like graffiti, except integrated —
you don’t see it at first.”
Bay area artist Roberta
Woods’ work will be on display as
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Agribusiness senior Jerry Steele studies a pencil structure at Key Strokes, a
Cuesta College Art G allery exhibit. / Daily photo by Jessica Yamada

well.
Woods, who received a com
bined printmaking and computer
science degree from California
State University Chico, will ex
hibit two pieces from her
master’s thesis. She will also fea
ture a newer collage centered
around pictures of her father and
made with a pressure-sensitive
tablet.
Woods used Photoshop and
Fractal Painter to create her im
ages and said working with a
computer gives her more creative
freedom.
“Working on my Macintosh I
get to save all the possibilities,”
Woods said. “I’m not locked into
it like I would be if I was using
paint and a brush.”
Carol Flax will also be show
ing pieces from “Some (M)other
Stories; A Parent(hetic)al Tale,”
a book of images examining the

FREE V A C A T IO N FO R 2 *
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role of adoption and motherhood
in society.
The use of electronic media al
lows artists to make up the rules
as they go along. Flax said.
Flax uses electronic tools to
examine political issues through
personal experience. In “Three
Sisters,” she uses childhood pic
tures with pieces missing to il
lustrate memory loss issues.
“The tools are not yet fully
defined,” Flax said.
Flax’s work is also available
at http://www.arts.edu/-cf2/ on
the World Wide Web.
A reception begins at 6:30
p.m. on Friday in the Cuesta Art
Gallery. An artist’s talk on the
role of electronic imagery will fol
low in the Humanities Forum at
8 p.m.
The exhibit will continue
.through Nov. 20.
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It’s rock and roll, it’s intense
and it’s gospel.
The Central Coast’s newest
sound to hit the airwaves is con
temporary Christian music.
K-LIFE 89.3 FM went on the
air Sept. 26, offering 24-hour
radio programming of the latest
contemporary Christian music
with artists like Amy Grant,
Michael W. Smith, Petra and
Steven Curtis Chapman.
Already popular with the 16
to 35-year-olds, K-LIFE’s musi
cal programming is interspersed
with educational and public in
terest features, according to
General Manager Jon Fugler.
Listener response “has been
great,” he said. “We’ve had 200plus requests for our newsletter
and we get reports from people
who keep their radio on all day,
including students at the Cal
Poly dorms.”
Fugler said he tries to pack
age radio programs in such a
way that people will listen.
“People are on the go today;
they have time for about five
minutes or less of teaching
programs,” he said.
His goal through K-LIFE’s
programming is “to lead people
in a more intimate relationship
with
Jesus Christ,” he said.
So far, listeners love K-LIFE,
Fugler said. The kind of music,
its sound and message seem to
match the life-style K-LIFE’s
audience is living.
“Secular music listeners are
also crossing over,” he said.
“People who are scanning the
dial hear it and can’t believe it’s
Christian music because many
people think that all Christian
music is the kind they hear in
church.”
The statio n ’s 4,400-watt
transmitter site on Cuesta Peak
allows programming to originate

from the San Luis Obispo studios
on 560 Higuera St. yet reach
areas north of Paso Robles and
south of Santa Mana.
Plans for the station were for
mulated eight years ago. Its
birth, Fugler said, is “nothing
short of a miracle.”
First, a volunteer board of
directors had to be formed, fol
lowed by the search for an avail
able radio frequency. After ini
tially applying for 89.3 F'M, there
was a two-year gridlock because
another organization had ap
plied, Fugler said. A construction
permit was finally awarded to
Logos Broadcasting Corp. in
1993.
“It didn’t come easy, (but) God
wanted it that way, I’m sure, so
»we would always remember this
station belongs to Him,” Fugler
said.
The station’s president and
founder, Dan Lemburg, said he
chose the San Luis Obispo loca
tion because when he moved to
the Central Coast nine years ago,
there were no other Christian
radio stations. K-LIFE 89.3 is af
filiated with The Word in Music
Satellite Network in Colorado
Springs, from where most of its
music programming is received,
then tailored to fit K-LIFE’s for
mat, Fugler said.
The station receives 90 per
cent of its financial support from
listeners, Fugler said, adding
that he hopes to secure grants
and donations from area busi
nesses and churches to offset KLIFE’s Ojjerating budget.
K-LIFE’s musical program
ming is mixed with family and
Christian teaching programs, in
spirational messages from Chris
tian leaders such as James Dob
son, Chuck Swindoll and John
MacArthur.
An event and concerts hot
line, 541-4343, also lets listeners
know what’s going on in the con
tem porary C hristian music
world.
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Hewlett-Packard and Cal Poly...

Awinningpartnership
Hewlett-Packard hired more than 30 grads from Cal Poly
last year. We expect this year to be as good or better and
w e’d like to talk to you about the exciting opportunities we
have at HP.
We are interviewing for December, March and June BS/BA
and M S/M BA grads in the EE/EL, CPE, CSC, ME, IE and
BUS/M IS fields for career positions throughout HP in the
U.S.

On Campus
October 25th & 26th

^

Higuera • S LO • 541*3111 • 1-800-549*4277

SPECIAL ORDER BOOKS
VlSrr THE GENERAL BOOK INFORMATION COUNTER

FAST
CONVENIEKT
COMPin'ERIZEP

If you didn’t get your Student Data Summary to the Career
Services Center by September 29th, there’s still a chance to
get an interview with HR
Please attend our Interview Orientation on Tuesday,
October 24th in the Staff Dining Room from 6:00 - 8:00 p.m.
We will be filling out our schedules that evening. Hope to
see you there.
Hewlett-Packard Company is an equal opportunity employer
dedicated to affirmative action and work force diversity.

756-5350

HEWLETT®
PACKARD

O iiu rsd a y^ O c io S e r

Speciiil l^rict* for students
Show your ID at the gate

SECOND ANNUAL

é^st

st.iff

and receive 5 3 o f f
full ad u lt adm ission price,
Not good with any other offer

Saturday, October 21,1995
12 Noon •6:00 p.m.
Earl Warren Showgrounds
Santa Barbara, Callfomia
Featuring:

A Over 60 Breweries and 200
Craft Beers from the Pacific
Coast and Throughout North
America PLUS a New
International Beer Pavilion
($1 per taste)
A Great Food and Live Music *
A Brewmasters and Culinary
Showcase, sponsored by
Samuel Adams, including Dan
Cordon, Brewmaster and CoOwner of Cordon Biersch
Brewing Co., House of Blues
Executive Chef Joseph
Marcus, and Historic Mission
Inn Executive Chef joe D.
Cochran, jr.

Admission: $10
(includes 3 free tastes, souvenir
glass & program)
First 2,500 people to purchase
tickets are guaranteed 1995
commemorative glass
Special admission price ($5.00)
for designated drivers
Tickets available at all
outlets and at the gate
To Benefit Unity Shoppe
For event information, call
(310) 207-6904
A C T C roup Production
Amtiak California
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CROSSING: The band captured Mexico’s culture in their rock music
From page B1

But the culture still lives in the
band’s music. The Ramirez
brothers met with their love of
music while performing “cumbias” for Mexican weddings.
Although they didn’t enjoy
Mexico’s conservative Polka,
Ranchera or Norteña styles, they
adapted these roots into the
hardcore rock, ska and thrash
music th a t is now th e ir
trademark.
The band captures that sound
with Spanish instruments and
traditional lyrics, which oc
casionally stray from rock to
soulful ballads laced with deli
cate guitar solos.
Both ballads and rock are
combined in an 11-song album
released on Oct. 12. But the
album’s intentions go beyond
gaining popularity.
“Our songs address Affirm
ative Action and describe the
realities of life and the hardships
of crossing the border,” Ramirez
said.
For M aria F a ta l, th e
hardships don’t stop on this side
of the border. With Latino rock, a
new genre to the United States,
there is limited accessibility to

potential audiences.
According to Pedro Arroyo, a
DJ at Cal Poly’s KCPR-FM,
“there are no radio stations that
are devoted entirely to Latino
rock. Most just have allotted
time each week.”
Arroyo, host of a Latino rock
program called Aztlan Babylon
Rhythm and Blues broadcasts
Mondays from 11 p.m.-l a.m.,
says that Cal Poly students have
more access to Latino rock than
audiences in major cities with
h ea v y c o n c e n tra tio n s of
Spanish-speaking listeners.
These bands with the new
Spanish sound have been dubbed
Rock En Español, according to
Elena Rodrigo, the executive
director of Aztlan Records, Maria
Fatal’s label.
“The Latino music movement
is not new, it has been done for
30 years in Mexico, Spain and
Argentina,” Rodrigo said.
The music’s arrival in the
U.S. however, is recent, and fans
who had only fleeting contact
with big Spanish bands abroad
now have their favorite bands,
like Maria Fatal, closer to home.
The label hopes to continue this
trend by signing four more bands
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Friday, October 20

•Lovegean and the Positive
•Butterhead plays Osos
Evolution Worldbeat Jam plays
Osos Street Subs at 8:30. No Street Subs at 8:30. No cover
cover.
•Steve Kritzer plays Lin• P u m p k in h e a d p la y s naeas Cafe at 8. No cover.
Mother’s Tavern at 9:30. $2
•Simple Phunkshun per
cover.
forms worldbeat to SLO Brew
•Rain on' Jade rocks SLO at 9:30. $3 cover.
Brew at 9:30. $2 coverw
•David Smith performs for
•Monte Mills goes country
McLintocks
Saloon at 9:30.
at McLintocks Saloon at
No
cover.
9:30. No cover.
•P o n tia x perform s at
•Dishwalen delivers acous
tic rock to Backstage Pizza at Mother’s Tavern at 9:30. $3
cover.
noon. No cover.
•The Edlos sing a cappella
•Blacksmith Union per
at The Forum at 7:30. 'Hckets forms at Backstage Pizza at
are $10-12 at 547-1522.
noon.

Come Join Us for a Fun Filled Day!
8 ,0 0 0 sq. feet of the Hottest & Most Advanced
Video Gomes on the Coast
G roup and P a rly Rates A va ila b le

in the next year.
“Spin magazine included
Latino rock as part of a special
report on rock of the future,”
Rc^rigo said. She added that
fans must agree, because the at
tendance at concerts for bands
like Maria Fatal has gone from
300 to 5,000.
But Latino fans aren’t the
only target audience.
“Most Anglos react positively
to our music although they
usually want it sung in English,”
Ramirez said.
He added that the language
barrier makes breaking into the
music scene difficult for Latino
bands.
To influence the music scene,
Maria Fatal plans to tour the
Latino hot spots, perhaps
produce an album in English and
eventually return to Mexico, this
time to play their music.
“Bands aren’t accepted in
Mexico unless they are famous in
America,” Ramirez said. For
Maria Fatal and other emerging
Latino bands, acceptance and
success is crucial. But for these
rising stars, it’s also just one
more border to cross.

Saturday, October 21
•The San Luis Obispo Coun
ty Symphony will perform at
the Church of Nazarene,
Pismo Beach at 8:15. Call
543-3533 for info.
•Herbal Fusion reacts with
Osos Street Subs at 9. No
cover.
•Sistah Monica sings the
blues at SLO Vets Hall at 8.
Tickets for 21 and over are
$

10- 12.

•Guy Budd plays Mother’s
Tavern at 9:30. $3 cover.
•Richard Green performs at
McLintocks Saloon at 9:30.
No cover.
• Mento Bum sings reggae
at SLO Brew at 9:30. $3 cover.

FEATURING:

Each time you buy a jy,

9“ Pizza or "Star Special"

Backstage Pass punched
Í«

-FAMILY!

15 Wet $ Wild
Bumper Boats

2 2 5 0 N . Preisker Ln. S a n ta M a r ia C A 9 3 4 5 4 ( 8 0 5 ) 9 2 8 - 4 9 4 2

la t e N ig h t P rcjg ressiv e

POWER HOUR

in your cord for o free''

Chillin' on the
under the stars

^9" Pizza or "Star Special".
Lo cated downstairs in the University Union

20 Speedway Go-Carts
(Two Seater Available)

♦

TAINMENTONTER

and after 10 punches turn

^

1OHard & Softball
Batting Cages

♦

(2 slices of pizza and o
medium soda ) hove your

Two 18 Hole
M iniature Golf Courses

fRc.stJuiaiitC
C Cantina

T h u r s

-

S a t,

B e g i n n i n g

a t

1 O

O ra f ts a n d S h o t s
S t a r t in g a t $1

$ % e iE

$1.50 TACO'S- Chicken or Came Asada
I 0 2 3 C h o rro
SLO, C A 9 3 4 0 I
{a05)7^e I - 8 3 0 0
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Clinton asked to justify sending troops to Bosnia

“I have to tell you at this point
About 800 students from the By John Diamond
Associated
Press
1 couldn’t do that very well.”
community submitted posters,
Democrats at a House Nation
Aronson said, and the winning
WASHINGTON
—
Conjuring
al
Security Committee hearing
posters will be available to any
images
of
body
bags
and
echoed
the theme of facing con
local facility that wishes to dis
bereaved
families,
lawmakers
stituents
grieving war casualties.
play them after the carnival.
challenged
the
Clinton
ad
Rep.
Ronald Dellums, DHansen encouraged people to
ministration
Wednesday
to
jus
Calif., the committee’s senior
attend the carnival.
tify
sending
Americans’
sons
and
Democrat, said there is “no con
“Come on down, join the fun
daughters
to
Bosnia
to
enforce
a
sensus”
among Democrats for
and have your voice heard,” Han
fragile
peace.
going
into
Bosnia in the event of
sen said.
P
re
sid
en
t
C
lin
to
n
’s
top
a
peace
settlement.
Although the kickoff is free to
And Rep. Ike Skelton, D-Mo.,
everyone, donations of canned defense and foreign policy offi
cials
argued
that
the
proposed
asked Defense Secretary William
goods and clothing will be ac
20,000-member
peacekeeping
Perry and Secretary of State
cepted for the Economic Oppor
mission
is
essential
to
prevent
Warren
Christopher “to explain
tunity Commission Shelter and
the
31
/
2
-year-old
war
from
to
those
mothers and daddies
proceeds from food booths will go
spreading.
and
aunts
and uncles and
toward local nonprofit organiza
“My
criteria
in
trying
to
grandparents why it’s important
tions.
decide
on
things
like
this
is
for their young people to par
Californians for Drug-Free
whether
or
not
I
could
go
to
a
ticipate in uniform” in the former
Youth, Inc. (CADFY), formed in
family
of
someone,
a
young
per
Yugoslav
republic.
1982, coordinates the Red Ribbon
son
who’s
come
home
in
a
body
In
a
second
day of congres
Week celebration with National
bag,
and
explain
to
that
family
sional
hearings.
Perry, Chris
Family Partnership, Inc. (NFP).
how
this
young
American
has
to p h e r, an d G en. Jo h n
CADFY, an organization dedi
done
a
great
thing
for
his
Shalikashvili, chairman of the
cated to encouraging people to
country,”
said
Rep.
Joel
Hefley,
Joint
Chiefs of Staff, portrayed
“lead positive, healthy, and
R-Colo.
the
proposed
troop deployment
drug-free lives,” started the first
Red Ribbon Campaign in 1986 in
honor of Enrique Camarena, who
was killed by drug traffickers in
Mexico in 1985. In 1993 NFP
consider 3 degreo in physical therapy
renamed the Red Ribbon Cam
become a
paign as the Red Ribbon
Celebration.
R h y A c a l S .b .e j : a p l s L A s s i s i a n i .
City councils around the coun
ty will be passing resolutions of
Professional
ficially recognizing next week as
Skills Institute
Red Ribbon Week, Hansen said.
“What is important to me is
•1213 State Street • Suite 302
that they are officially saying
Santa Barbara
they are supporting prevention
(805) 633-1902 (800) 2 0 0 1 9 0 2
in our community,” Hansen said.
Hansen stressed the impor
•N O W ENROLLING FORAPRIL •
tance of prevention.
“As times get tight we tend to
Accrcdiuuion granted by CAPTE / APTA
get more crisis-oriented and just
Accredited by the Accrediting Bureau of Health Education Schools
deal with the casualties,” Han
1M ID I2R A I.. F IN A N C IA L A ID A V A IL A B L E
sen said. “This is a time to get
TO TItOSU WHO OUAt tn*
people to focus on prevention to
lower the number of casualties.”

as the only way of staving oft a
wider war.
“What I would say to a mother
in that situation, I would recall
that twice before in this century
the United States has had to
send not a limited number of
troops but an almost unlimited
number of troops to take part in
a war that started from Central
Europe, once from the very city
that we’re talking about here
now,” Christopher said. He was
referring to the outbreak of
World War I in Sarajevo, the Bos
nian capital.
To avoid such a catastrophe,
the officials said, the United
States must take part in a NATO
peacekeeping force that would
come in with heavy arms and es
tablish a buffer zone between the
warring parties after they have
reached a peace agreement.
Christopher announced Wed
nesday that Wright-Patterson
Air Force Base near Dayton,

DELICIOUS

HAM BURGERS
TO G O

G O O D CHILI BEANS

Scrubby & Lloyd’s^
LLOYDPeTTENGER-PROPRETOR^

OPEN MON •«UEOIAJU TO 4 PÜ
TmmSOAY ft FMOAT 9 A il TO IPK.
SATUNOAYIAilTDSPiL

11» CARMEL • SAN LU6 OnSPO.

Rally and Concert

When it’s tim e for a weekend trip home or a
break from school, take A m trak California!
The train s of California, and connecting shuttle
buses, can take you ju st about emyrwhere in the state,
without the hassle of driving. There’s no easier or
more economical way to get there and back.
Aboard the trsun you can sit back suid relax, catch
up on homework, have a snack, or ju st listen to some
good music. The train s are comfortable, and have
plenty of room to hatil your stuff.
Check out the super low roundtrip fares from
San L uis Obispo aboEu^ either Arntrsde California’s
daily San Diegans or San Joaquins. And with
Amtrak’s new Student Advantage card, it^s more afford
able than ever! Annual enrollment in Student Advantage
is only $20 Eind you’ll receive a 15% discoimt on our
already low fares everytime you ride Arntrsik.
So, next tim e take the train for the ultim ate trip
home, or for a migor break from school.

F r id a y , O c t . 2 0
CAL

^ f t

ir

'
7:30 pm

POLY

if

X

in

Roundtrip
Saving '
Fv«s
With SA Card
L o s A n g e le s . . . . . . $ 3 9 . . . $ 3 3 . . . . . $ 6

th e w e s t

J ----------

iiOMRtOMinir.
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Rally begins outside R ec C e n te r
’ Spirit Related Events
* A n n o u n c e m e n t o f H o m ec o m in g C o u r t

S a n D i e g o ................. . . $ 5 0 . . . $ 4 3 . . . . . $ 7
A n a h e i m ..................... . . $ 4 2 . . . $ 3 6 . . . . . $ 6

. . . . $66 . . . $56

Facing general skepticism
about the mission, the ad
ministration officials argued that
doing nothing would guarantee
that the Bosnian conflict con
tinues. That would increase the
risk that it would spread to
threaten U.S. allies such as
Greece and Turkey.
*
Christopher said, “we would
have to put in not 20,000 troops,
but maybe 10 times as many.”
Perry added that the choice
for the United States is not be
tween going in or doing nothing
but between helping establish
peace or going in later at much
greater risk.
“We do not have the choice be
tween taking the risk and no risk
but between two different
qualities of risk,” Perry said.

HOMECOMING '95

AMTHAK CALIFORNIA
TO AND from School
HAS ITS Advantages.

Y o s e m i t e ..................... . . $ 7 0 . . . $ 6 0 . . . . $ 1 0
S a c ra m e n to . . . . . . $ 6 0 . . . $ 5 1 . . . . . $ 9

Ohio, will be the site of a new
round of Bosnia peace talks be
tween top officials of Bosnia,
Croatia and Serbia.

SSS

Help yourself by helping others...

S a n F r a n c is c o

5

•

9:00 pm

C o n c e rt begins inside R ec C e n te r
Local A lte rn a tiv e Bands: P E R FE C T S U N D A Y
and L E A D B A N D .T H E O B V IO U S

. . . . $10

- $ 4 A d m is s io n a t th e d o o r
C o s p o n s o re d b y A S I P ro g ra m B o a rd

SPECIALTHANKSTO:

Am trak California

ASI

A lum ni

A thletics
C o n c e rts

Program Board
Foundation

A partnership between Caltrans and Amtrak

lb ooniinn schedules and fares, contact your college travel service or Amtrak
at 1-SOO-USA-RAIL. Some restrictions may apply, lb apply for your S tudent

^^^^^Ad^ntage^avin^^rd^lM^O^i^AMTOAKMention^Code^CA^
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Job growth in
C alifornia may
top the nation
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The Best in SLO

WOW

It's Don's C-4 Collectibles
Comics & Sportscards
All month long progressive
sale starting Oct 9th
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Information Session October 18,1995 7:00 PM
On Campus interviews October 19,1995.
k i.

m

•fi

Software Engineers - Customer Support
Technical Instructor — Quality Assurance

Its Your Career!
What's Important To You?
• GROWTH---- One Of California's Fastest Growing
Companies.
• THE MARKET LEADER— The World's Leader In
Embedded Development Tools And Operating
Systems.
• GREAT ENVIRONMENT—Stock Options, Sabbatical,
401k, Full Benefits.
• GREAT LOCATION—Park Like Alameda 5»etiing, One
Block From Marina, 5 Min. To The Beach.
• PERSONAL GROWTH AND RESPONSIBILITY-35% Growth Fueling Major Investment In
Engineering •Marketing.
• TEAM—Professional, Smart, Dynamic
IDEAL BACKGROUNDS: CS/CPE/EE degrees; UNIX
Windows-Nctworking-GUIs—E m ^ded-real
time.
Access our home page on the WEB http://www.wrs.com
for inure complete job descriptions and general WRS
information.

990 \N O U S

If you arc unable to make it to interviews, please leave
your resume at the placement center or mail to:

WIND RIVER SYSTEMS,
1010 Atlantic Ave, Alameda, CA 94501, Attn.: Human
Resources

LOS ANGELES — California
will break out of its economic
doldrums and outperform all
other states in job growth
through 1996 and 1997, a First
Interstate Bank economist said
Wednesday.
The job growth will be seen in
a wide range of industries, in
cluding construction, manufac
turing and transportation, said
Lynn Reaser, First Interstate’s
chief economist.
The upbeat evaluation high
lighted the bank’s annual
economic forecast.
“California is shaking off its
tarnished
image
and
demonstrating its vitality in such
fields as technology, entertain
ment and international trade,”
Reaser said in a news release.
So far, California has gained
back about 375,000 of the
525,000 jobs the state lost when
recession hit in 1990. The state
should get the rest of those jobs
back soon, with forecasts calling
for the creation of 275,000 jobs in
1996.
“We think we will recover
those (lost jobs) in the next few
months,” Reaser said at a news
conference.
Job growth will continue in
1997, with nonfarm employing
increasing by 2.5 percent, she
said.
Several factors, including
workers’ compensation reform,
lower rent and housing prices,
and the availability of labor will
improve California’s attractive
ness to business in the next two
years, Reaser said.
Reaser declined to comment
on Wells Fargo’s hostile bid to
takeover First Interstate, a
record $10.1 billion deal that
would create the nation’s seventh-largest banking business.
However, she said most recent
mega-mergers of major U.S. com
panies have done little for job
growth.
“Most of the job growth comes
at small- and medium-size com
panies. ... So job growth con
tinues despite these mega
mergers,” she said.
California’s beleaguered hous
ing industry is among those ex
pected to ei\joy a revival next
year, Reaser said. The bank is
forecasting a 9 percent gain in
home sales and a 2 percent rise
in prices. New home building
will jump about 21 percent, she
said.
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[TO DAY'S BAflQAM PERFOMMANCtS
MMANCta m (P A R E N T H C M )]

FESTIVAL 10

HMTVICnHIWNO*' AHHISUIW «1/553

GET SHORTY (R )/F rl.-8 » n ,(121)5 220 4:50)7:30 9:45
Mon -Thufs (12:40 3:10 5 30)7:50
THE SCARLET LETTER (R) * Frl • Sui(100 4.00) 7:10 950
Mon -Thur8.(1:15 4:10)7:30
NOW AND THEN (PG-13) * Frt - Sun (12 00 2 10 4 X ) 7 25 9 3$
Mon .Thurs,( 12:45 3:00 5:15)7:35
SEVEN (R) *
Fri. • SunTI 30 4:10) 7:20 9:55
Mon ■•nHjrs.(1:30 4:30)7:15
JADE (R)
Fri. • Sun (12:15 2:30 4:40) 7D5 9 40
Mon •Thufs.(1:20 3 :M 5:50)7:55
MALLRATS (R)Fri.-SunT12:30 2:35 4:55)7:40 9:50
Mon •Thurs.llOO 320 5:35)7:40
HOWTO MAKE AN AMERICAN QUILT (P G -1 3 )*
Fri 4Sun.(1200 2:15 4:45) 7G5 9 :»
Saturday(1200 2:15 4:45) 9 :X
Mon -Thurs (12:45 3:15 5:45)8:00
STRANGE DAYS (R) * Fri. • Sun112:45 3:45) 7:00 10:00
Mon • Thurs (1 00 400) 7:45
NEVER TALK TO STRANGERS (R) *
Fri. • Sun (12:45 2:45 500) 7:45 9:45
Mon -Thurs.(1:X 3:45 600)8:00
ASSASSINS (R) * Fh ■SunT1:15 4:20)7:15 9:55
Mon ■Thur8.(1:15 4:20)7:45
SNEAK: "THREE WISHES" (PG) *
Saturday 7:15

Sports
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NATIONAL: Tough times in San Francisco
From p a g e 8

College hoops kicked off last
weekend with its “Midnight
Madness” preseason hype. This
was a promotion to get fans out
to watch the opening practice of
teams like USC and UCLA. I
cannot believe p>eople can get so
excited about the first practice of
the season for a college spUrt.
Wake me up in March...
Throwing from both sides
I’ve heard of switch-hitters,
but how about Greg Harris of the
Montreal Expos? This guy is the
king of ambidexterity. With a
custom-made, six-finger glove,
Harris pitched a couple of games
this year left-handed and righthanded! Talk about screwing
with the hitters — legally he
could switch sides in the middle
of an at-bat. His glove was
recently entered at the 1995 Hall

Campiijpi Ollibs
* F IN A N C IA L M G M T A S S O C M E E TIN G *

Nov. 4 trill be a huge night for
boxing fans. For once, we’ll get a
match we can watch for free on
cable with the 'lyson vs. Mathis
fight on FOX. Then, for all of you
with cash, Pay-per-view is offer
ing Evander Holyfield vs. Rid
dick Bowe later on, for about
$40. Boxing is hoping for a big
night for a Si>ort that is really
hurting...

Mike Guerre will be the speakers
Learn about America's Job Bank!
It could land you a job!
Thur Oct 19th 11am Bldg 03-Rm 114

Journalism
Students
We're on the move- are you?
Check in with S P J - now on
Thursdays in Building 20,
__________ Room 140 at 2pm_________

RUSH A4>£2

a co-ed national service frat
mon 10/23 6pm O McPhee's
tues 10/24 6pm pizza O 52-E27
wed 10/25 7pm 1965 Hope St
thurs 10/26 2-5 Cuesta Park
more info call Ashish 0549-9270

Got drug problems?
George Steinbrenner is really
good about getting cocaine ad
dicts back on their feet — he just
hires them onto his team. After
giving pitcher Steve Howe'about
his ninth “second chance” after
being tossed out for drugs,
George has signed the coke
twins, recently Dwight Gooden
and earlier his buddy Darryl
Strawberry.
Good
thinking
Steinbrenner, maybe you should
set up a rehab clinic right there
in the dugout. Big George was
also hit with a $50,000 fine for
complaining about the umps in
the Divisional playoffs. That was
his ninth fine, and his career
total is now $640,000 in fines...
And here we go with the
picks...
USC(-3) over Notre Dame
The Trojans should win, basi
cally because Notre Dame is no
good this year. They barely beat
Army for God’s sake.
Tonight’s game
Pittsburg!-7 1/2) over Cincinnati
I think the Steelers are going
to wake up in a big way and may
shut out the Oilers.

l

Announcements
.......................... .-■■■
,

.

,1

Tee Shirt
Contest
Come up with the top 10
reasons for being a jourr^list
and win a free shirt!!
Present your ideas at SP J
meetings-Thursday at 2 In
Bldg 20 Rm. 140 or drop them
in SPJ's Box.

OAKLAND, Calif. — Jerome
Kersey, who has spent all 11 of
his NBA seasons with Portland,
signed a one-year contract Wed
nesday with the Golden State
Warriors.
The 6-foot-7 forward is to be
in uniform Sunday when the
Warriors are home against New
Jersey.
Kersey, 33, started on the
Trail Blazer teams that made it
to the NBA Finals in 1990 and
1992. At Golden State, he will be
reunited with his coach from
those days, Rick Adelman.
The Oregonian newspaper in
Portland said Kersey was signing
with Golden State for the NBA
minimum of $225,000.
Kersey said he had offers to
sign for much more money in
Europe but saw advantages to
playing with Golden State.
“It’s an opportunity to show
people I still have the talent to
play and should have been play
ing more my last two years in
Portland,” Kersey said. “A lot of
people have written me off, but
I’m healthy and ready to play.”
Kersey averaged 8.1 points
last season in 63 games. He and
Clyde Drexler are the only two
two players to have totaled more
than 10,000 points and 5,000
rebounds for Portland.
Selected by Toronto in the
June expansion draft, Kersey
was released Oct. 4 because of a
salary cap squeeze.

i

VGreek News'

BIG -N- LIL SIS
REVEALING-FRT
Do you know who your big sis is?
Axn Axn Axn

SANTA CLARA, Calif. — The
San Francisco 49ers, without a
kicker since releasing Doug
Brien, filled the spot Wednesday
by claiming Tony Zendejas off
waivers from the Atlanta Fal
cons.
Zendejas joins his fourth NFL
team. He replaces Brien, who
was cut Monday after failing to
convert a last-minute field goal
for the second time this season.
Brian’s missed kicks occurred in
last Sunday’s 18-17 loss at In
dianapolis and a 27-24 loss at
Detroit on Sept. 25.
Zendejas kicked for the Fal
cons last week while Morten
Andersen recovered from a

IF C & P A N H E L L E N I C

presents
the first annual

All-Greek
HOMECOMING
TAILGATE
SATURDAY, OCTOBER 21 ST
12PM - 2 PM

W e met O C A LA JS C Game 10/7. You
rave me p-nuts & made me laugh!
U-Tall, sfwt bkxxle hair, blu eyes,
glasses, cold hands. ME-shrt brown
hair, hazel eyes, colder hands.
Please CaH Kate O 310-826-6149

T H E B R O TH E R S O F

KZ

W E LC O M E T H E

JUKEBOX
FOR RENT
FO R A N Y O C C A S IO N
Y O U S E L E C T T H E M USIC
FROM 40'S T O 90 S

KZ

Free acJmission
must wear letters to attend
At the AGR house

TOADYHIKTIMäUSTAMGDAILYOASSTflEDS, (All 7561143

Services

G R E G H EIR S H B ER G
* Independent Bookseller *
Antiquerian, Rare, Modem Firsts
543-8564

BRAD 781-0671

W IS H E S C A L P O L Y A G R E A T
H O M E C O M IN G W EEK E N O I
G O O D LU C K I

Math Lessons Ph D all 100-500
level courses 528-0625

O F COURSE!!!!
IK 'S N EW LIL S IS TE R S ... ‘
Any d u e who your BIG SIS'are?
Only 1 more dayll

TVE MIENS
ARE BAOC..'

Design Master Pages, Folios,
Templates. Applicants should
be proficient in Quark Xpress,
Illustrator, Photoshc^.
Part-time, temporary job
Submit resume to:
A.J. Schuermann
Bldg 26, Rm. 226

MAN. \T^ ABCUT TIME.'
CMON. l e t s go s e t my
LEAF
CIXIECTION.'

of Ag, Bus, and Liberal Arts
Htcations available in ASI
:xec Office (U U 217A)
Due 10/27/95

PLAY
THERAPY
Instnjction & Training
4-week Course
PLAY TH E R A P Y CLIN IC 549-9600

C A S H FO R C O L L E G E 900,000 G R A N TS
A V A IL. No re-payment - EVER!
Qualify immed. 1(800)243-2435

SC O R E MORE!!
G M AT 72 Pts
G R E 2 1 4 P ts
LSAT 7.5 Pts
Princeton Review (805) 995-0176

FINANCIAL AID
FOR
COLLEGE!
We help you firxl the mor>ey you
need for college CaH Golden
Gate Computer Services for re
corded message and details
1-800-470-6333

C A S H F O R C O M IC S & GAM IN G ITEM S
N EW C O M IC S TH U R S D A Y M ORN ING S!
N EW G A M E S W E E K LY . C A P T N EM O
C O M IC S 779 M ARSH 544-NEM O

H U N D R E D S A T H O U S A N D S O F G R A N TS
A S C H O L A R S H IP S Available to All
Students 11 Immediate Qualifica
tion. Call 800-270-2744 To ll Free

C A S H PAID F O R U S E D C D 'S ,TA P ES ,&
LP'S C H E A P TH R ILLS AN D R E C Y C L E D
R E C O R D S 563 H IG U E R A N EW R E LE A S E
C D 'S O N L Y $12.98 O P E N M -S A T TILL 8

M O TIV A TE D INDIVIDUALS-S^AVE $ O R
M AKE $ ,YO U D ECID E! CaH 481 8861

DESIG
N EDITO R
FO R M U S TA N G DAILY.
I<I>E AND A O n

ASI FINANCE
Committee
Positions available in College

axo axo axu axo

* ROB*

LOC^/ I SEE HEAiOUGUTS
COKIHG
TVE TREES.'

00^

Associoted Press

X I CLASS!!

H O M E C O M IN G W IN N ER S AGAIN???
Want to be on Team W OW ?
Informational Workshop
Thursday Oct. 19th, 6-8pm
Stinday Oct. 22nd, 1-3pm
•C H U M A S H AUD ITO R IU M *

age to roster;
sign J. Kersey

CLASSIFIED

SKI CLUB
SKI TELLURIDE
$100 deposit
due this Thursday
W O W TEAM
W O RKSH O P

muscle pull.
He made two of three field
goals against the St. Louis Rams
(5-1), the team the 49ers (4-2)
play on Sunday.
The 49ers had worked out
kickers Roger Ruzek and Jeff
Wilkins on Tuesday but then put
in the waiver claim when Zen
dejas became available.
Zendejas, 35, is in his 11th
year in the league, starting with
Houston in 1985. He went to the
Rams in 1991 and went 17-for-17
in field goals that season, which
stands as the league record for
single season consistency.
Last year, Zendejas made 18
of 23 field goals for the Rams but
was let go after the team drafted
Steve McLaughlin.

Associated Press

Fight Night

Hurting in ‘Frisco
The 49ers are really hitting
rock bottom right now. First of
all, Steve Young plays with the
flu, and the offense looks terrible
in a loss to the Indianapolis
Colts. Then kicker Doug Brien
misses a possible game-winning
46-yard field goal and later gets
fired by the team. Now Young is
out for four weeks with shoulder
and back inflammation and is
scheduled to miss the big Nov. 12
game against Dallas. And who’s
his backup? Some guy named
Elvis...
College b<ball already?

Warriors add 4 9 e r s s i g n n e w k ic k e r

of Fame exhibit...

contend for the Western Title. By
the way, which one of you picked
up Chris Mullin and gave him a
ride to Lucky’s? That really
cracks me up...
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Make No Investments O r Provide
Banking or Credtt Information
Without Investigating Advertisements
In The Opportunities Section
$1750 Weekly Possible mailing
our drculars. For info call:
301-306-1207

YCWRE CX)T COLLECTING i£AI^S
AT m/s HOUR IN YOUR fAJAMAS’^GET BACK IN 8E 0.<'
I TötPYOU! SPACE
AUEHS GAME ME TVKE.'
THEY JUST LEFT.'

Emplojiliiant
T R A V E L A B R O A D A N D W O R K - Make
up to $25-45/hr teaching bask;
conversational English in Japan,
Taiwan, or S. Korea No teaching
backrourxl or Asian languages
required. For information call:
(206) 632-1146 ext. J60051

For Saie
It’s
Back!
Fine Art Prints
Photography Exhibition & Sale
Oct 16-20
$6 each or any 3 for $15
El Corral Bookstore

Rental HousiriQ
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RM FO R R E N T -L O S O S O S $275/mo +
1/3 Util, No smoka/drink. 528-3440

Homes for
• tmwimnBfvpi >rURW<fXF

F R E E L IS T O F ALL H O U S E S & C O N D O S
FO R SA LE IN S L O Farrell
Smyth R/E Steve Nelson
•••543-8370“ *
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NATIONAL SCENE
Who’s No. 1?

T O D A V S GAMES

• Women's soccer vs. Sacramento State
@ Sac State. 3 p.m.

With four weeks to go, the
battle for the college football
championship is looking interest
ing. There are five undefeated
teams with a legitimate shot at
the No. 1 ranking — Florida
State, Nebraska, Florida, Ohio
State and USC — and the list
will drop following the Florida
versus Florida State matchup.
Although the Fiesta Bowl
promises to have No. 1 versus
No. 2 on New Year’s Day, at least
one other team is likely to go un
defeated, and then what? In any
case, you’re likely to see Florida
State versus Nebraska in the
Fiesta Bowl, and USC versus
Ohio State in the Rose Bowl, all
undefeated teams...

T O M O R R O W S GA M ES

• Volleyball vs. San Jose State @ San
Jose State, 7:30 p.m.

Battle of the best: Indians and
Braves in World Series

0

Atlanta (AP)-- After all those worries
about wild cards, expanded playoffs and
a skewed season, the World Series is
baseball the way it ought to be: the two
best teams in the game--the Cleveland
Indians and Atlanta Braves-meeting in
October.
The Indians, who led the majors in
hitting, scoring and home runs, coming
off the most impressive pitching perfor
mance in AL playoffs history. They’re
trying to bring Cleveland its first champi
onship since 1948.
The Braves, featuring the strongest
staff the majors has seen in years. They're
on a mission, too, to finally win it all in
their fourth try.
The last time the two teams with the
two best records--not including clubs
that were tied for the best marks--met for
the title was 1986, when the New York
Mets beat Boston in a thrilling sevengamer.
Cleveland dominated the regular sea
son by going 100-44, swept Boston in
three games in the first round of the
playoffs and posted an AL playoffs record
1.64 ERA in beating Seattle in six games.
The Braves, unlike the Indians, do not
have many players in the top 10 in the
NL's major batting categories Instead,
they won 90 games in the regular sea
son, beat Colorado 3-1 in the playoffs
and swept Cincinnati in four games be
cause of pitching.

The Cincinati Bengals, will
they win again this season?
Pittsburgh (A P )- The Cincinnati
Bengals nearly won in Pittsburgh last
season, holding the almost-Super Bowl
Steelers scoreless in the second half of a
14-10 loss. Of course, the Bengals nearly
win almost everywhere.
But actually doing it? That’s a Bengal
of an entirely different stripe, and actu
ally crossing that invisible threshold be
tween almost winning and actually doing
it has eluded Cincinnati for years.
The Bengals (2-4) probably can't wait
much past Thursday nights game against
the Steelers (3-3) to start crossing it,
either, not with AFC Central co-leader
Cleveland (3-3) awaiting the week after.
Clearly, the clock is ticking on these
1995 Bengals, and, so far, that clock
hasn’t been very forgiving. All four
Bengals’ losses are by three point or
less, with the last three coming in a
combined span of 83 seconds at the end
of the fourth quarter.

QUOTE OF THE DAY
“ They took it up another notch
when they needed it. W e battled pretty
well, but when you make a mistake
against them , you’re going to pay.”

Craig Cummings
Volleyball coach about the Mustangs’
loss to Oral Roberts Tuesday, 3-0
C A L POLY
SPORTS H O T L I N E
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The playoff coverage
There have been massive com
plaints this year about The
Baseball N etw ork’s blown
television coverage of the
playoffs. The network scheduled
the regional games at the same
time every night, leaving TV
viewers with one game to watch
and sporadic highlights of the
other games. Also, every game
aired at 5 p.m. instead of in the
early afternoon. I remember the
good old days when I had a cool
teacher in high school. He would
show the game during fifth
period. No more. I can’t really
complain, though. If there were
more TV coverage, I’d probably
grow roots on the couch...
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Adiós King Dome

ft

It was big-time for the Seattle
Mariners when they took the
divisional series from the
Yankees 6-5 in 11 innings. But
f i reworks i ns i de of t he
Kingdome? No wonder the damn
roof is caving in. But in light of
their success this year, Seattle
(jrovemor Mike Lowry signed a
$325 million plan to build a new
ballpark for the team. Maybe
they’ll get smart and toss out the
idea of a dome and astroturf...

Freshman outside-hitter Amy Aberle made several attempts to send the ball back over the net Tuesday, while O ral
Roberts sent Cal Poly's volleyball team chasing spikes all over the court / Daily photo by Dawn Kalmar

Cal Poly dismantled in three
By Mke Stiplir
Doily Staff Writer

“They took it up another notch when they needed
it,” Cummings said. “We battled pretty well, but
when you make a mistake against them, you’re
going to pay.”
Oral Roberts took the game 11-15, but the Mus
tangs made it tough, playing out long volleys and
getting side- outs. Once Cal Poly got the serve, the
Golden Eagles took it right back and collected a
couple points.
“I was really uptight in Games 1 and 2,” said
Oral Roberts Head Coach Revis Ward. Cal Poly
“gave us one of the best matches we’ve played, but
they seemed to lose their balance in Game 3.”
Game 3 was a 3-15 win for the Golden Eagles.
The team displayed an unstoppable combination of
finesse and power.
“Our real strength is we don’t just have two girls
we can go to,” Ward said.
The Mustangs need to improve their starts, espe
cially in the first game of each match, Cummings
said.
“That’s something we’re trying to rectify,” he
said. “We’ve done it before and need to get that I
back.”
The Mustangs head back on the road for matches
against San Jose State on Friday and Fresno State
on Saturday.

The Cid Poly volleyball team faced some impres
sive play from Oral l^berts on Tuesday evening in
Mott Gym.
The Mustangs fell in three straight games
against a team they annoyed with sporadic points,
but could not defeat.
“Numbers wise we held them down from what
they’re used to,” said Head Coach Craig Cummings.
Oral Roberts had several players capable of com
piling good numbers, Cummings said, and the Mus
tangs had to be selective in who the tried to shut
down.
“Number 8 (freshman outside-hitter Zvjezdana
Sirola) was one of those kids you could contain but
not stop,” Cummings said.
The Golden Eagles started fast against the Mus
tangs in Game 1 and had a 0-10 lead before Cal Poly
could get on the board.
Freshman middle blocker Trisha Jenssen and
sophomore outside hitter Amy Aberle led the way as
the Mustangs tried to narrow the lead.
Cal Poly managed to score seven points against a
team that displayed excellent blocking and attack
before falling 7-15.
Jenssen lead the Mustangs in kills with 11, and
Aberle followed with five.
“Right now we are taking the attitude that we
The Mustangs started better in Game 2, and
pulled a 7-3 lead before Oral Roberts adjusted to the need to go into each match with something to
prove,” Cummings said.
Cal Poly attack.

I

No problems in the NBA
Someone should really ap
plaud the NBA for the way they
handled the fate of the sport this
past year. Unlike baseball and
hockey, basketball avoided a
strike, settled with a salary cap
and left both sides happy. Amaz
ingly, the salary cap seems to be
working. At this time last year,
only 11 of 27 first-round draft
picks were signed, and this year,
everyone has been...
Warriors ready to go
Well, the Golden State War
riors left San Luis Obispo and
Mott Gym on Oct. 10 with their
final warmup before they headed
into the preseason. The team
looked like it might not be so bad
this year, especially with a ’
league-wide salary cap in effect.
The Warriors cannot play any
worse than they did last year.
With a lineup of B.J. Armstrong,
Latrell Sprewell, Chris Mullin,
Tim Hardaway and No. 1 draft
pick Joe Smith, they could even
See NATIONAL page 7

